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Managers need
to be able to 
support team 
members who 
undertake training 
and performance 
initiatives

Mangers must
adapt styles and 
approaches to 
team 
development to 
include learning 
transfer best 
practices

Companies 
reduce ‘time to 
proficiency’ and 
waste from 
unused training 
while optimising 
budgets

We understand 
barriers to  
workplace
application and 
overcome those 
problems in our 
solutions. Your 
managers need 
that skill too 

Current workplace challenges and business needs

Why the manager as a strategic learning partner
Managers have always been responsible for team development. What isn’t clearly 
understood by most organisations is how managers can optimise learning for team members 
in a way that secures application of learning in work. Managers that can understand that and 
implement it offer a competitive advantage for any company. They should be able to: 

1. Improve the impact of a team with targeted but minimal effort
2. Utilise personal ability to help team members transfer learning into work
3. Increase team member’s positive perception of organisational support

Why this program is relevant for your managers
How teams work and learn has changed. Teams are now dispersed, sometimes coming 
together in a single place, but largely working remotely. Although the hybrid environment has 
changed where and how people work, the responsibility to develop teams hasn’t gone away 
and how to do it hasn’t been updated. This program gives managers the skills to adapt, 
thrive and develop teams in the rapidly evolving new workplace environment.
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How to start making an impact in a few steps
Getting on the journey to a new way of working and applying what is learned couldn’t be 
simpler.  Full details and instructions are on our website. Click the link below and take the 
first step on boosting careers.

Get more details about how this 
program is designed and rolled
out HERE 

Fill in the online form on the 
website and we’ll send you a link 
to get you started 

Learn through our unique 
program and by bouncing ideas 
off other people

Use your new skills and 
knowledge throughout the 
program and immediately after

PTT Co-Founder
Ian Townley

“The manager is central to 
the success of training”

It’s clear that getting the right support from 
managers makes a big difference to the impact of 
training in the workplace. The study below 
illustrates that by comparing two groups of 
learners, one that received support one one that 
didn’t

Proving the worth of learning efforts
Managers can demonstrate through personal 
periodical appraisals how they have moved 
through 4 key development dimensions:
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Group 2
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Manager support study*

3.34

2.88

* Brinkerhoff, Montesino (1995) Partnerships for training transfer: Lessons 
from a corporate study. Human research development quarterly. Vol. 6. No. 3

1. Plan for learning support
2. Coordinate support for learners
3. Communicate organisational goals and needs
4. Support with practice where necessary

This program leverages PTT learning transfer principles and equips managers with the skills 
to decide where they put their influence and support and how they can best develop their 
team member’s potential, without overburdening them with tasks irrelevant to team 
development. The program has a simple but effective design:

How PTT creates learning programs
PTT learning programs focus on learning journeys, no matter how small. We know what the 
workplace application barriers of a training program are and embed solutions to get learners
using skills and knowledge immediately. Our three guiding principles are:

1. Learning is created using a tailored journey
2. Journeys have a clear start and end point
3. Learning results are visible and embedded in the learning journey

Identify Coordinate Communicate SupportPivot

PLANNING WORKPLACE LEARNING APPLYING WORKPLACE LEARNING

http://practicaltrainingtransfer.com/

